We develop the first polynomial combinatorial algorithm for generalized minimum cost flow. Despite a rich history dating back to Kantorovich and Dantzig, until now, the only known way to solve the problem in polynomialtime was via ellipsoid or interior point methods Flowbased polynomial algorithms were previously known only for the version of our problem without c&s.
Introduction
In the traditional minimum cost flow problem, the goal is to send a single commodity from supply nodes to demand nodes without violating capacity constraints, and do so as cheaply as possible. The genemlized minimum cost frow problem is an important generalization in which each arc e also has a positive multiplier r(e), c&d a gain factor, associated with it. For each unit of flow that enters the arc, r(e) units exit. We formally define the problem in 5 2. The gain factors crm represent physical transformations due to leakage, evap oration, breeding, theft, or interest rates. They can also represent transformations from one commodity to another as a result of manufacturing, blending, or currency exchange. For example, a gain factor of 0.86 could represent the possibility of converting one U.S. dollar into 0.86 Euro% Many applications are described in P, 9 , 101.
The problem hm a distinguished history, dating back at least to the 1930's. Kantorovich considered the problem in [Zl] , a paper which ultimately led to linear prcgramming. He justified the use of optimization as a tool for planning and production: his main applications were formulated as generalized flow problems. He also prcposed a dual simplex type method for the problem. In the late 1950's Dantzig [8] extended the network simplex method to handle generalized flow. Around the sane time, Jewel1 [20] designed a combinatorial primaldual method for the problem.
Since our problem is a special cake of linear prw gramming, it can be solved in polynomial-time using the ellipsoid [23] or interior point methods j22, 341. We develop combin&vial algorithms that exploit the underlying network structure of the problem. This approach has led to superior algorithms for a variety of optimization problems including traditional network flow.
We design the first polynomial combinatorial algu rithms for the problem. Our algorithms actually solve an equivalent problem called the genemlized minimum cost circulation problem, in which all supplies and demands are zero. The basic scheme is to start with a circulation (e.g., the zero flow) and repeatedly augment flow along the generalized flow analogs of paths and cycles. Our first algorithm is a direct "cycle-canceling" style algorithm.
Our second algorithm is a faster version that uses scaling techniques.
Although the best known interior point methods are faster than our combinatorial algorithms for computing optimal solutions, our algorithms are faster for cmnputing approximately optimal solutions when the size of the input numbers is relatively large. The complexity of all known polynomial linear programming algorithms depends on the size of the costs, capacities, and gain factors, i.e., they are not strongly polynomial.
In practice, interior point methods find approximately optimal solutions faster than optimal ones. However, no theorems are known to guarantee this, even for generalized flow. As a result, only weakly polynomial algorithms were previously known, even when computing a constant factor approximation.
In contrast, our combin& torial algorithms are the first strongly polynomial approximation schemes for the generalized minimum cc& circulation problem. However, we note that our combinatorial approach does not imply a strongly polynomial approximation scheme for the version with supplies and demands. The reduction to the version with supplies and demands requires finding a feasible solution that satisfies all of the demand; it is not known how to do this in strongly polynomial time.
Using an exponential length function in a packing framework, Oldham [28] and Wayne and Fleischer [38] designed combinatorial fully polynomial-time approximation schemes for a version of the generalized minimum cost Bow problem. Their version has supplies and demands, but they do not insist on obtaining feasible sw lutions. Instead, they construct a solution that nearly satisfies all of the demand and whose cost is nearly op. timal. The added flexibility makes the problem easier. Their methods have not led to exact algorithms for the problem, since the running time is exponential in the binary encoding of the error parameter.
We generalize the minimum ratio cycle-canceling algorithms of Wallacher [35] , which in turn, generalizes the minimum mean cycle-canceling algorithm of Goldberg and Tarjan [13] . The recent Goldberg-Rae
[12] maximum flow algorithm builds upon ideas from Walla&x's algorithm. Also, different extensions of Waflather's algorithm have produced efficient methods for solving unimodular linear programs [25] , submodular flows [36] , and certain classes of integer programs [30] . Our problem has no integrality theorem, so it does not fit into any of these categories.
The genemliz& mtimum pow problem is a special w&e of our problem in which there are no costs. In one version of the problem, the goal is to maximize the amount of flow sent through a given arc. Goldberg, Plotkin, and Tardos [ll] designed the first combinatorial polynomial algorithms for this problem. Subsequently, researchers [7, 14, 15, 16, 17, 29, 33 , 381 prw posed new polynomial algorithms, a!.so using flow-based techniques. AU of these are primal-dual style algorithms. Remarkably, the specializations of our algorithms to this well-studied problem are the first strictly primal methods that run in polynomial-time, i.e., they send flow only along "generalized augmenting paths," a nonbasic version of De&zig's primal simplex method.
We also develop the first polynomial combinatorial algorithms for optimizing linear programs with two sariables per inequality (TVPI). This problem is closely related to the linear programming dual of generalized flow. Until now, the TVPI optimization problem could only be solved efficiently using general purpose linear programming techniques. Previously, researchers [3, 4, 6, 19, 27, 321 developed specialized combinatorial algrithms for the feasibility version of the problem. For example, many traditional network flow problems (or their linear programming duals) can be formulated as TVPI linear programs in which every coefficient is either 0, +1, or -1. The shortest path problem can be solved using a TVPI feasibility algorithm; whereas, the dual of the minimum cast transshipment problem is a TVPI optimization problem.
In fact, all of the flowbased TVPI feasibility algorithms are extensions of the Bellman-Ford shortest path algorithm. In contrast, our TVPI optimization algorithms build upon existing minimum cost flow techniques.
Preliminaries
The input to the generalized minimum cost circulation problem is a generalized network G = (V,E,u,c,7), where (V,E) is a directed graph, u: E + 8320 is a capacity function, c: E -+ W is a cost function, and 7: E -+ W,o is a gain function. For notational convenience we essume that there are no parallel arcs so that each arc can be uniquely specified by its endpoints. A genemlized circulation g: E + $0 is a nonnegative function that satisfies the generalized pow conservation con.3tmints vu E v:
It is feasible if, in addition, it satisfies the capacity constraints:
The cost of a circulation g is
The generalized minimum cc& circulation problem is to find a feasible generalized circulation of minimum cost. We are also interested in finding provably good circulations. An r-optimal generalized circulation is a feasible generalized circulation that has value within a (1 -e) factor of the optimum value. An approzimation scheme is a family of algorithms that finds a e-optimal generalized circulation in polynomial-time for every t > 0. We assume the costs and capacities are integral and that the gain factors are ratios of two integers, and we denote the biggest of these integers by B. Fey notational convenience, we ~ssurne B 2 2 and use O(f) to denote f logo(') m. Also, we sometimes omit the adjective "generalized" if its meaning is clear from context.
Residual Networks_
For each e E E, let C denote its reverse arc. Let E = {B : e E E} denote the set of reverse arcs. The gain factor of C is l/-/(e) and its cast is -c(e)-,(e).
Arc .Z represents the possibility of pushing flow back on arc e. Let g be a generalized circulation in network G. The residual capacity function of arc e and E is defined by +(e) = u(e) <g(e) and ur(E) = r(e)g(e), respectively. Let Eg C E U E denote the subset of arcs with positive residual capacity. The residual network is G, = (V, E,,ug,c,7).
Solving the problem in the residual network is equivalent to solving it in the original network. Residual cycles and residual circulations are cycles and circulations in the residual network.
Optimality
Conditions.
The optimality conditions for the problem were developed in the 1960s. Recall, in non-generalized networks, a feasible circulation f is optimal if and only if the residual network Gf contains no negative cost cycles. An analogous result holds for generalized Rows.
First, we review xxne basic definitions. The gain of a cycle is the product of the gain factors of arcs participating in that cycle. A unit-gain cycle is a cycle whose gain is equal to one. A pow-genemting (flow-absorbing) cycle is a cycle whose gain is greater (less) than one. By sending flow around B flow-generating (flow-absorbing) cycle, we create (destroy) flow. A bicycle is shown in Figure 2 . It is a flow-generating cycle, a flow-absorbing cycle, and a (possibly trivial) path from the first cycle to the second. Unit-gain cycles and bicycles play the same role as cycles do for non-generalized flows. Given a residual unit-gain cycle or bicycle, we can increase flow on these arcs so that the capacity and flow conservation constraints are maintained. If in addition, at least one arc becomes saturated, this operation is called canceling a unit-gain cycle or bicycle. gain ^I It is now easy to characterize the optimality conditions. Recall that the cost of a circuit 2: is C(Z) = c eEE c(e)x(e).
Note that even for circuits associated with unit-gain cycles, the cost is not in general equal to the sum of the arc costs in the cycle. Because of the gain factors, the circuit might send very different amounts of flow along different arcs in the cycle. Let 9 be a feasible generalized circulation.
Clearly the existence of a negative cost residual circuit implies that we can improve the current circulation.
The converse is also true and its proof is straightforward. Theorem 2. A feasible genemlized circulation g is optimal tjand only ifGs contains no negative cost circuits.
3 Minimum-Ratio Circuit Canceling Algorithm
In this section we present a simple (but not the most efficient) "circuit-canceling" algorithm for the generalized minimum cost circulation problem.
The basic scheme is to start with a feasible circulation (e.g., the zero circulation), and then repeatedly cancel a negative cost residual circuit. This strictly improves the objective function, while maintaining feasibility.
In non-generalized networks, this is known as Klein's [24] cycle-canceling algorithm. Klein's algorithm may require exponential time, but it can be refined to a polynomial algorithm by carefully choosing the negative cost cycles to cancel. Several efficient cycle selection heuristics are known for the traditional minimum cast circulation problem. See Shigeno, Iwata, and MCCormick [31] for a recent survey of such cycle-canceling methods. The mast famous of these is Goldberg and Tarjan's [13] minimum mean cost cycle rule. The mean cost of a cycle r is -j& c(e)/lrl, i.e., the ratio of its cost to the number of arcs. Repeatedly canceling the minimum mean cost residual cycle is a strongly polyncmial algorithm for the problem.
Wallacher 1351 proposed a min-ratio cycle rule, which is (apparently) more amenable to extensions for generalized flows. The mtio of a cycle l7 is defined to be CeErc(e)/CcEr t(e), i.e., the ratio of its cost to time, where the time of an arc is defined to be the reciprocal of its residual capacity. Repeatedly canceling a minimum ratio cycle is a polynomial algorithm for the traditional minimum cost circulation problem. Intuitively, we would like to cancel a cycle that significantly improves the objective function. We hope to find a cycle with very negative cost and with large residual capacity; the minimum ratio cycle is a tradeoff between these two competing objectives.
A more direct way to achieve the same goal would be to cancel a most-impnxring cycle, i.e., a cycle whose cancelation improves the objective function by the maximum amount. This is Weintraub's algorithm 1391. However, it is NP-hard to find such a cycle. By solving a sequence of assignment problems, Baharona and Tardas 151 find a collection of cycles whose cancelation improves the objective function by at least &s much as the mast-improving cycle. However, we do not see how to find an analogous object for our problem. We note that it is possible to find a most-improving object for generalized maximum flow [37] .
Our generalized flow algorithm repeatedly cancels minimum mtio circuits. Motivated by the cost-twtime ratio for traditional networks, we define the mtio of a circuit rz to be:
where as before the time of an arc t(e) is defined to be the reciprocal of its residual capacity. Note that even for circuits corresponding to unit-gain cycles, the ratio is not simply the sum of the arc costs divided by the sum of the arc times. Because of the gain factors, a circuit may send very different amounts of flow on different arcs in the unit-gain cycle. However, if every arc in the cycle has unit gain, our definition coincides with Wallacher's.
In
The algorithm maintains a bound on the optimality gap. The gap geometrically decreases to zero. Because there is no integrality theorem for generalized flows and we may augment non-integral amounts of flow, we terminate our algorithm when the gap is small (but passibly nonzero). If the gap is sufficiently small, the current circulation is guaranteed to be e-optimal. The gap will be sufficiently small after a polynomial number of iterations. In practice it would stop when our bound on the gap becomes sufficiently small. If we are interested in computing an optimal circulation, we can stop when 6 = iFs" and "round" the current circulation to an optimal one. Such a rounding procedure is described in g 5. Since the running time grows only logarithmically with l/e, this is a polynomial algorithm.
Input:
generalized network G Output:
optimal circulation 9 Initialize 9 + 0 repeat Ve E E9 : t(e) = l/u&) Cancel a min ratio circuit in C, Update 9 and t until e-optimal The next two lemmas imply that the cost of the circulation 9 that the algorithm maintains geometrically converges to the optimum value. The first lemma says that canceling a circuit with ratio p improves the objettive function by at least p. The second crucial lemma says that the minimum ratio circuit value is always within a factor of m of the optimum value. As a resuit, each time we cancel a minimum ratio circuit, we capture at least a lfm fraction of the remaining profit in the network.
Lemma 3. Let g be a feasible circulation.
Let z be a negative cost circuit in G,, and let p denote its ratio. Canceling circuit z improves the objective function u&e by at least p.
Proof. First recall z has negative cost so p is negative. When z is canceled, it is resealed so that it satisfies the residual capacity constraints and saturates at least one arc. After resealing, t(z) = CeEEg z(e)/ug(e) 2 1 since at least one residual arc is saturated. Resealing does not affect the ratio; consequently c(x) = pt(z) 2 ~1 < 0. 0
The key to the our complexity analysis is showing that there exists a circuit with a very negative ratio. Proof. Let x* be an optimal circulation in G,. Since any circulation can be decomposed into circuits (see Lemma l) , the value of the minimum ratio circulation is equal to the value of the minimum ratio circuit. Then, by definition of p', we have ~1' < c(z*)/t(s*). Recall t(+') = Ce s'(e)/u,(e).
Since 5' is feasible, we have t(s') 5 m. Combining these two inequalities yields /L* 5 c(z')/t(z') < c(z')/m = OPT(G,)/m Theorem 5. The minimum mtio circuit-canceling algo$hm compute.9 an e-optimal ~enemlized circulation in O(mzn3 log(l/r)) time.
In O(m%? log B) time it computes an optimal circulation.
Proof. As discussed above, each iteration captures at least a lfm fraction the remaining profit. Thus, there are O(mlog(l/e)) iterations since (1 -l/m)" % e. The bottleneck computation in exb iteration is computing a minimum ratio circuit; in 5 6 we propose a O(mn3) time subroutine. This proves the first part of the theorem.
The optimal value has O(mlogB) bits of precision. In g 5, we show that a B-""-optimal circulation can be rounded to an optimal vertex by canceling at most m additional circuits. This proves the second part of the theorem. 0 4 A Scaling-Version
In this section we present a faster version of the minimum ratio algorithm. The overwhelming bottleneck in the original algorithm is computing minimum ratio circuits. The crucial idea needed for improving the complexity is that we do not really need to cancel the exact minimum ratio circuit. The same idea was used by Wallather [35] for non-generalized flows. Canceling a minimum ratio circuit would improve the objective function by at least p') where p* is the-minimum ratio circuit value. However, this requires O(mn3) time. Our improved version cancels circuits in phases. Each phase is characterized by a parameter p< 0, which at the beginning of a phase is at least as negative as p'/Z. Instead of canceling the minimum ratio circuit, we cancel one that has ratio at least as negative as p. To do this we introduce the cost function c,,(e) := c(e) -tit(e).
We cancel negative cast circuits with respect to these modified costs cp. It is easy to see that such negative cost circuits have ratio at least BS negative as p. Finding negative cost circuits is faster and simpler than finding minimum ratio circuits (see 5 6) ; it requires only Cj(mn') time and speeds up the overall algorithm by a factor of n. We halve p when it becomes an overestimate of the current minimum ratio circuit value. When p is sufficiently close to zero, the optimality gap is small enough to guarantee an approximately optimal solution.
Lemma 6. Them are at most 2m cancelations per SC&-ing phase.
Proof, In a p-phase, each circuit canceled has ratio at least as negative as p. Lemma 3 implies that this improves the objective function by at least p.
At the end of a Z/L scaling phase, there are no negative cz,,-cost residual circuits. This implies 2~ < p*. Combining this with Lemma 4, we have Zm,, < OPT(G,) < 0. I, C 1 nput: generalized network G butput: optimal circulation g Initialize 9 + 0, Jo + min ratio circuit value Ve E Eg : t(e) = l/u9(e), c,(e) = c(e) -pt(e) repeat while 3 negative c,-cost residual circuit Cancel a negative cost circuit in G, Update 9, t, and c,, end while P + 42 until e-optimal time It finds an optimal circulation in 6(mW log B) time.
Proof. The bottleneck computation is detecting a negative cost circuit. In 5 6 we show that this can be done in (?(mn*) time using a Bellman-Ford style algorithm. There are at most 2m cancelations per phase. It is not hard to see that the circulation is e-optimal after @og(l/r)) phases. 0
Rounding to a Vertex
In this section, we propose a method to convert one generalized circulation into another circulation that is a vertex of the underlying polytope.
The cost of the vertex we obtain will be no larger than the cost of the original circulation.
In linear programming terminology, this process is called puriJicotion.
Our purific+ tion method uses flow-type techniques instead of matrix computations. This purification process is useful to "round" an essentially optimal circulation into an optimal one. First, it is essy to characterize the vertices of the underlying polytope. Lemma 8. Let g be a feasible generalized circulation and let A := {e E Es : 0 <g(e) < u(e)} be the subset of DIXS that have residual capacity in both directions. Then g is a vertex if and only if the subgraph induced by A has no unit-gain cycles or bicycles. Now, we show how to "round" a generalized circulation into a vertex. Let g be a feasible circulation, and let A be defined as above. If there are no unit-gain cycles or bicycles in the subgraph induced by A, then 9 is a vertex. Otherwise, we cancel such a unit-gain cycle or bicycle (in a direction that improves or does not change the objective function). We update A, and repeat this process until we obtain a vertex. There are O(m) iterations, since each cancelation saturates at least one new arc in A. The bottleneck computation is detecting unitgain cycles or bicycles. In 5 6, we describe how to do this in CJ(mn) time using two Bellman-Ford computations.
The following lemma establishes the precision netessary to be able to "round" to an optimal circulation.
Lemma 10. Given a B-6"-optimal genemlized circulotion 9, we can determine an optimal circulation in O(m%) time.
Proof. First, applying Lemma 9, we find a vertex g' that has cost at least as good as g. The optimum value can be bounded from below by -mB', since each arc has capacity at most B and cost at least -B. Thus c(g') 2 c(g) 5 OPT(1 -B-6m) < OPT + mB=B-="' < OPT+ B-4m By Kramer's rule, the cost of each vertex (including g' and some optimal circulation) is a rational number, and these costs have a common denominator no bigger than Be?
Thus c(g') = OPT and g' is optimal. 0 6 Minimum Ratio Circuit Subroutine
In this section we describe a combinatorial method for computing minimum ratio circuits.
First, we discuss how to detect circuits and negative cost circuits. As we will see, detecting negative cast circuits is intimately related to testing the feasibility of TVPI (two variable per inequality) linear programs. We describe how to detect a circuit using two Bellman-Ford computations. This will provide some intuition for detecting a minimum ratio circuit. Also, the subroutine was used in 5 5 when we showed how to "round" a nearly-optimal circulation into an optimal one.
The basic approach is to first identify a bicycle if one exists; if we don't find one, then we detect for unit-gain cycles. Recall, a bicycle is a flow-generating cycle and a flow-absorbing cycle connected by a path from the first cycle to the second (see Figure 2) . Let N denote the subset of nodes that either participate in a flow-absorbing cycle or can reach one along a path. The subset N can be determined using a single Bellman-Ford computation with lengths + logy: with this length function, Raw-absorbing cycles are in one-teone correspondence with negative length cycles. Now, we look for a flowgenerating cycle in the subgraph induced by N. This can be done with a single Bellman-Ford computation using lengths -logy. If such a cycle exists, this identifies a bicycle. Otherwise, we conclude that there are no bicycles. Now, assuming there are no bicycles, we show how to detect unit-gain cycles in linear time, using the information extracted from the two previous Bellman-Ford computations.
We note that for general network;, it is NP-hard to detect unit-gain cycles, since this is analogous to detecting a zero cost cycle in a traditional (0,~) . Now, identifying B zero length cycle is equivalent to finding a cycle in the subgraph induced by zero reduced costs arcs. Similarly, using the labels from the two BellmanFord computations, we can detect a unit-gain cycle in linear time using DFS or BFS.
Detecting a Negative Cost Circuit. Now, we describe how to detect B negative cost circuit.
First, we note that it is sufficient to detect a negative cost circulation, since any circulation can be decomposed into circuits (see Lemma 2). That is, we want to find a solution to system (I) below.
The TVPI system (II) is intimately related to system (I) through linear programming duality. Using basic algebra, it is straightforward to verify that for any cast function c and gain function 7, systems (I) and (II) can't both be feasible. Intuitively, variable m(u) represents the market price for the commodity at node ZI. We define the reduced cost c"(u, v) := c(u, w) + m(v) -$u, w)T(w). It represent the cast of buying one unit at node u, shipping it to node zu, and then selling off the 7(v, w) units that arrive at node 1~. Linear programming duality (or the F&as lemma) asserts that if there are no negative cost circulations, then there exist a set of market prices for which there is no incentive to buy, ship, and sell. I.e., there exists a negative cost circulation if and only if the TVPI system (II) is infeasible. Thus, we could determine the existence of a negative cost circuit if we had a TVPI feasibility subroutine. Re searchers have developed such specialized TVPI feasibility algorithms. Moreover, all of these algorithms either return a feasible solution to (II) or outputs a minimal "certificate of infeasibility".
The certificate corresponds to a negative cost circuit. TVPI Feasibility.
To gain intuition and perspective, we review the fundamental idea behind these flow-based TVPI feasibility algorithms. They are all based on the Bellman-Ford shortest path algorithm. To see the connection, we formulate the shortest path problem as a TVPI linear program.
The decision variables are the node labels {n(u) : 1) E V}. For each (u,w) E E, the node labels must satisfy the triangle inequality r(w) 5 n(v) +d(v, w). Note that all of the coefficients are either 0, +l, or -1 (if all variables are on the same side of the inequality). Detecting a negative cost cycle is equivalent to testing the feasibility of the associated TVPI linear program, and can be done using the Bellman-Ford algorithm.
Building upon the Bellman-Ford algorithm, different researchers have designed algorithms to detect the fee&-bility of general TVPI linear progruns. For each TVPI system, there is an associated directed network: variables correspond to nodes, and twwvariable inequalities correspond to arcs connecting nodes of participating variables. The algorithms exploit the network structure by "propagating inequalities" along paths and cycles, using a Bellman-Ford style approach. Recall, given distances d(v, w), the Bellman-Ford algorithm computes the shortest path distances {n(u) : v E V} from the source s to all other nodes. Initially ?~(a) = 0 and all other distance labels are infinite.
Then, it propagates distance information using the triangle inequality z(w) 5 7r(u) + d(v,w).
The propagation method naturally extends to handle more general two variable inequalities. Suppose we have an upper bound on r(v).
Then, we can use an inequality r(w) 5 7(u, UJ)~(V) + c(v, w) to propagate the distance information, and potentially generate a new upper bound for +a).
When all coefficients are 0, +l, or -1, propagating inequalities around a cycle either leads to a redundant inequality or implies that the underlying system is infeasible. If arbitrary coefficients are permitted, the analogous objects are bicycles and unit-gain cycles. Non-unit-gain cycles also play an interesting role. For example, consider the three inequalities 2*(z) < 6x(y) + 5, 67r(y) 5 14n(z) + 16, lSr(z) 5 x(z). The corresponding nodes and arcs form a cycle in the associated graph, and summing up the three inequalities implies ~(2) 5 21. IPracing inequalities around cycles provides a method for obtaining upper and lower bounds on the variables.
Shostak 1321 proved that the TVPI feasibility problem can be solved by tracing only simple paths and cycles in the underlying graph; this has been the foundation for all subsequently considered algorithms for the problem. It was later refined to a polynomial algorithm by Aspvall and Shiloach [4] . Currently, the best known complexity bound is d(mn'), due to Hochbaum and Naor 1191 and Cohen and Megiddo [6] . The latter algorithm has a parallel running time of b(n) using 0(mn) processors. Later, we will use this parallel version to speed up our sequential minimum ratio circuit algorithm.
Finding a Minimum
Ratio Circuit. Now, we describe how to identify a minimum ratio circuit. Our method combines a negative cost circuit detection subroutine with binary search. We obtain a faster and stronglypolynomial algorithm by incorporating the parametric search method of Megiddo [26] , instead of binary search.
To find the optimal ratio p', we first linearize the objective function with the parametric cost function c,,(e) := c(e) -pt(e). It is easy to see that a circuit has ratio less than p if and only if there exists a negative cost circuit with respect to the cost function c,. In the preceding subsection, we outlined a O(mn') subroutine for detecting negative cost circuits. We use this subroutine in the network with cost function c,.. If there is a negative cost circuit, then p overestimates @*. Otherwise, if every non-trivial circuit has positive cast, then p is too small. Otherwise, p' = p. This provides a binary search framework and we can find p' in O(m2n2 log B) time, since O(mlogB) bits of precision are required. By incorporating the parametric search techniques of Megiddo [26] and using the parallel implementation of the Cohen-Megiddo [6] TVPI feasibility subroutine, we can improve this bound to e(mn3).
Optimizing TVPI Linear Programs
In this section we outline how our algorithms can he extended to optimize TVPI linear programs. The dual of our problem is essentially equivalent to optimizing a TVPI linear program. However, the inequalities are all monotone, i.e., each two variable inequslity has one pasitive coefficient and one negative coefficient. Thus, our algorithms clearly extend to optimize monotone TVPI linear programs, but maybe not non-monotone ones. In order to handle the non-monotone case, the critical ides needed is to allow negative gain factors. This is analogous to the "bidirected generalized networks" pre posed by Cohen and Megiddo [7] for solving a generalized version of the shortest path problem. Intuitively, an arc with a negative gain factor represents the possibility of destroying flow at both of its endpoints. Its "residual arc" should offer the possibility of creating flow at both of its endpoints. To handle this, we allow these arcs to have nonpositivity capacity constraints instead of nonnegativity constraints. Our previous algorithms and analyses remain essentially unchanged when we allow negative gain factors.
Theorem
11. There exists a polynomial combinatorial algorithm to optimize linear progmms with_ two variables per inequality.
our algorithm rqvires o(m%z log B) time, where n is the number of variables and m is the number of inequalities.
In fact, Hochbaum, et al.
[IS] gave a transformation which shows that optimizing general TVPI linear programs is no harder than optimizing monotone TVPI ones. Our algorithms easily extend to directly solve the seemingly more general version, so we do not need to use their reduction. 8 
Conclusions
McCormick and Shioura [25] showed that the minimum ratio algorithm is not a strongly polynomial algorithm for the (non-generalized) minimum cost circulation problem. Currently, the existence of a strongly-polynomial algorithm (combinatorial or linear programming based) for generalized minimum cast flow and TVPI optimize tion remains a challenging open question. The question is even unresolved for generalized maximum flow. On the other hand, strongly-polynomial algorithms are known for traditional minimum cost Row and the TVPI feasibility problem.
